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Trump must give a proper response to his attempted assassination. He must 

attack the cause and not the carnage. For the last several years many on the left and 

others have professed a “hatred” against Trump and things associated with him, 

including those American voters who support him.. The evil by these soothsayers 

against our republic, is in plain view. This hatred has no place in America or our 

heritage.  

 Just days before this attempt on Trump’s life, Biden gave a speech and 

proclaimed, “It’s time to put Trump in the Bullseye”. What the hell? From the leader of 

our Nation! Years of agitation of the American people to hate MAGA, hate people on the 

right, hate Trump, and now what? We cannot claim surprise that some actor heard the 

siren call and decided to be famous.   

The Democrats’ media partners who push the DNC and White House propaganda 

showed how little they care about the horrific shooting at the Trump rally in Butler, PA. 

One reported there were popping noises and Trump fell to the floor– after a shooting 

was already established.  The iconic picture of Trump, assisted by Secret Service, 

raising a triumphant hand under the U.S. flag was edited by the NY times to remove the 

flag.    TDS (Trump Derangement Syndrome) is a real mental health condition. 

 

There will be an investigation into how this could have happened.  How did the Secret 

Service not flag a rooftop 150 yards away with a direct line of sight? How did rally goers 

see the man climb up to the roof, but the police and SS did not?  Why did they not heed 

the people pointing to the assassin?  And lastly, the SS sniper had a bead on the 

assassin for several seconds, but did not fire until the assassin did?  The Secret Service 

actions once again will create the undercurrent of a plot.  Just like the President 

Kennedy assassination. 

The White House is scrambling to pull their Trump attack ads for this coming week.  

Guess they were calling Trump Hitler and a threat to democracy.   
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There are several democrat operatives who have vocally called for the death of Donald 

Trump.  Some are direct others sublime – such as make him a real martyr – relating to 

the support Trump receives during the lawfare attack on him. 

Nothing can excuse that rhetoric … nothing. Those that expound it, are evil. 
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